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“And G-d said to Moses, 

‘Go in to Pharaoh 

because I have hardened 

his heart and the heart of 

his servants so that I may 

show these, My signs, in 

his midst.’ (From this 

week’s Torah portion, Bo, 

Exodus 10:1)                       

Pharaoh’s stubbornness 

doesn’t make sense. “Do 

you not see that Egypt is 

doomed?” his servants 

desperately cry toward the end of this week’s Torah portion. Why does the 

Egyptian tyrant continue with his intransigence when reality explodes in 

his face time after time? Why doesn’t he change his ways when it is so 

obvious that his obstinacy is destroying Egypt?  Pharaoh’s intransigence is 

not for personal reasons. All the foundations of Egyptian civilization, a 

civilization that endured longer than any other civilization in the ancient 

world – were now being put to the test.                                                     

The king of Egypt was worshipped as a god. But Moses was forcing him to 

obey the real G-d, the G-d of Israel.  A regime that is founded on a 

particular assumption will not easily give it up.                                               

Buses and restaurants may explode, missiles may crash into homes, guards 

may be needed at the entrance to every store, train stations may look like 

military checkpoints, there may be fences and walls surrounding towns and 

roads, concrete reinforcements on every roof, international arrest warrants 

for senior IDF officers, furious BDS campaigns throughout the world and 

intense anti-Semitism. But all of these plagues cannot change the ways of a 

regime that has predicated its very existence on the assumptions that have 

given rise to the plagues, in the first place.                                                      

10 plagues, 50 plagues, 250 plagues – it depends how you count. But no 

plague can convince the regime to act in a way that contradicts the 

foundations of its existence. The surrender of the Oslo assumptions would 

cause the collapse of the entire house of cards upon which the Israeli 

regime is founded.                                                                                            

There is only one plague that finally convinces Pharaoh to give up slavery. 

Not the plagues that cripple the people, but rather, the plague that cripples 

the regime. Before the exodus from Egypt, not one slave had ever escaped 

from Egypt. It was the oldest and largest concentration camp in history. 

And who were the masters? Those who were born to be masters; the first 

born. The plague of the first born threatened the entire assumption. That is 

why Pharaoh gave in and agreed to free the Israelites. The fact that the 

Egyptian children were dying did not faze him. But the plague posed an 

insurmountable problem for the Egyptian regime.                                         

Nothing has made the Israeli regime open its eyes. “Do you not see that 

Israel is doomed?  That missiles will explode in Ashkelon? That the rifles 

that you give to the terrorists will be aimed at us? That the entire world will 

scorns us? That we will lose the legitimacy for our existence as an 

independent state?” None of that has made an impression on the Israeli 

regime and none of that will. Israel desperately needs leadership that sees 

reality for what it is. Israel needs faith-based leadership.                               

Shabbat Shalom,                                                                                            

Moshe Feiglin  

  

 

Insanity.  A very popular definition of insanity, as defined by Albert 

Einstein, is "when you do the same thing over and over again and expect 

different results".  Another definition is more subjective, like doing 

something that others consider extremely risky or just very out of the 

ordinary.  On occasion friends of mine have told me that I was insane for 

doing some of the things they would never even dream of, like going on a 

shark-feeding dive (it does sound ominous) or ascending the Temple 

Mount in Jerusalem.  My standard response to them was that they were 

right but that sanity is highly overrated.  Hold that thought for a moment 

and add one word...Amona. 

I recently read a fantastic article titled, "Having Children Destroyed My 

Career".  It is about a man who was working his way up the Hollywood 

corporate ladder and was doing his self-described dream job.  He was 

gaining respect in the industry and was making a very comfortable salary.  

On the flip side, he was working more than 80 hours a week, and was 

barely seeing his wife.  Nothing seemed to bother him because he was 

doing what he always wanted to do. 

Then he and his wife had a daughter and everything changed.  Well, not 

right away.  He was still working the same number of hours and dropping 

everything at a moment’s notice when his boss called, but now he had an 

adorable little girl at home who needed him.  He was getting less and less 

sleep trying to keep up with work and his new life as a father.  Soon, he 

found himself making excuses for things not getting done at work and his 

wife was annoyed with him for not being around and things not getting 

done at home.  He was missing his daughter's "firsts" because he was 

always working.  Finally, everything overwhelmed him and he got fired 

from work.  At first he was distraught at the predicament he was in, but 

then he decided to start his own company and to do what he was doing for 

the Hollywood firm but without the over demanding boss.  It was slow at 

first and he wasn't always sure if he would be able to pay all his bills.  

Slowly the business grew and he started making a lot of money, but the 

funny thing was, he never worked more than 50 hours a week and never 

missed another of his daughter's "firsts".  He realized that being fired from 

his "insane" job was the best thing that ever happened to him.  It was only 

then that he realized how insane he was doing that job. 

The state of Israel is in a similar predicament to the gentleman in the article 

referenced above.  It is so caught up in the Oslo process, otherwise known 

as the two-state solution that it thinks that this is how things must be done, 

and it cannot see the insanity of its ways.  How many times will the Likud, 

and it is ALWAYS the Likud, evict Jewish families from their homes for 

nothing?  How many Israeli citizens will be injured by police officers 
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while defending their rightful homes?  How many police officers will be 

injured or need counseling for throwing their brothers out of their homes?  

The Israeli government is once again evicting families from their homes in 

Amona.  You may have read about the agreements that the government 

made with the residents of Amona to relocate them to another plot of land 

on the same hill, but it was all a lie.  The government did not fulfill any of 

its promises and yet they still sent in the police to evict these people from 

their homes with no place to go.  If accepting this is sane behavior, then I 

will tell you that sanity is highly overrated!                                                 

Israel, more specifically the Israeli citizens need the same thing that the 

man in the article needed, to be fired!  The Israeli people cannot continue 

to pay the price for the insane Israeli government which has built its entire 

value system on the suicidal Oslo Accords. As such, we the citizens of 

Israel must make a new government. We need leadership that is based on 

Jewish values, and not on the desire of Israel’s ruling elite and its Supreme 

Court which wishes for nothing less than to deny our uniqueness and 

become a nation like all the other nations.                                                     

Of course, for all of this to happen we need an election and we need a party 

that will lead, guided by Jewish values and Jewish identity.  A leadership 

guided by faith in God that will have a truly meaningful purpose to fulfill 

our destiny in our God-given, historical homeland.  It is time to stop the 

insanity and come back to reality.  It is time for Zehut! 

                                                                                                   
Twelve years have passed and it is as if nothing has changed. The same 

youth, the same police and the same politicians. Every side fulfills its role 

in the show.                                                                                                   

The same show.                                                                                          

The same politicians, who have been elected by the same evictees come to 

comfort them and to be evicted with them and to be elected by them once 

again and to make speeches and to abandon them to the next eviction and 

to comfort them and to be evicted again and again.                                                                                                 

Nevertheless, we witnessed a new level of cynicism in Amona. The 

destruction of the village was described as an historic achievement, no less. 

"Amona will indeed be destroyed, but in its merit a historic bill that will 

save the settlements was legislated…"                                                

Everyone knows that the "historic" bill will end up somewhere in an abyss 

and all that will be left of it will be the destruction of an entire Jewish 

village. But the rightist politicians, on the very day of the destruction, 

continue to string their voters along and to tell them stories of historic 

achievements.                                                                                              

The Jewish Home party could have prevented the destruction of Amona. 

After the previous elections, Jewish Home Chairman Naftali Bennet made 

it clear that the party would not join the government coalition if his party 

would not get the ministerial appointments that he desired. "If not", he 

threatened, "there won't be a government." Bennet could have threatened 

that the government would fall if the bill to save Amona would not be 

legislated and the threat of destruction would not be lifted from the village.                                                                                                

But political self- sacrifice – the willingness to go to the Opposition for 

desirable appointments – is non-existent when it comes to the Land of 

Israel. Why is this so? After all, most of the members of the Jewish Home 

party are good and worthy people.                         

The reason is that they have no alternative to the current Chairman of the 

Likud and they have no intention of creating a leadership alternative of 

their own. When you are not capable of creating national leadership, you 

become captive to the existing leadership.  The way the Israeli election 

system works, after the general elections, each elected party endorses a 

particular candidate (usually the head of the largest party on their side of 

the political divide) to head the next government. Then the president asks 

the candidate with the most endorsements to attempt to create a governing 

coalition. Regardless of the number of mandates the Zehut party wins in 

the next elections, we will not endorse anybody but the head of our party 

for the role of prime minister. Israel needs new leadership – not more of 
the same. 

 

 

Amona                                                                                     

When the most rightist government Israel has ever had destroys an entire 

Jewish village because of an imaginary ownership claim, the public loyal 

to the Land of Israel must answer it in kind and politically destroy the 

Likud and the Jewish Home party. The Zehut party will not remain for one 

minute in a coalition that destroys even one home in the Land of Israel.  

Trump                                                                                       

Within two days, US President Trump has signed an executive order that 

says that for every new regulation, two must be nullified - and he has fired 

the acting Attorney General, who did not agree to defend his policies. Does 

anybody have a good lawyer? Trump keeps 'stealing' my ideas!                     

Education in Israel                                                                   

Israel's education budget is even larger than its security budget. We are 

spending approximately 3000NIS per month per student. If the parents of 

those students would be receiving education vouchers (let's say for 

2000NIS per month per student) and would be able to decide for 

themselves in which school to redeem them, the schools in Jerusalem 

would not be striking this today. 
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